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Planning Applications

1
Application Number:   AWDM/0123/22 Recommendation – APPROVE

Site: 20 Lancing Close, Lancing, West Sussex BN15 9NJ

Proposal: Application for consent under Adur Tree Preservation Order No.
13.53/1/01 (L) of 2001 to pollard at 14 to 16 metres to above previous
points Poplar trees T3, T4, T5 and T6.

2
Application Number:   AWDM/2007/21 Recommendation – APPROVE

Site: 51 Old Fort Road, Shoreham-By-Sea, West Sussex

Proposal: Demolition of existing chalet bungalow and construction of a pair of
semi detached 3 storey, 3 bedroom houses (including lower ground
floor  below existing ground level)

3
Application Number:   AWDM/0028/22 Recommendation – APPROVE

Site: Beach And Foreshore, Beach Green, Brighton Road, Lancing

Proposal: Installation of 8 Beach Huts on Beach Green to the south/east of the
bandstand
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Application Number: AWDM/0123/22 Recommendation - APPROVE

Site: 20 Lancing Close, Lancing, West Sussex BN15 9NJ

Proposal: Application for consent under Adur Tree Preservation
Order No. 13.53/1/01 (L) of 2001 to pollard at 14 to 16
metres to above previous points Poplar trees T3, T4,
T5 and T6.

Applicant: Mrs Ruth Nicol Ward:  Manor
Agent: Mr Stephen Duance South Coast Tree Care Ltd
Case Officer: Jeremy Sergeant

Not to Scale
Reproduced from OS Mapping with the permission of HMSO © Crown Copyright Licence number LA100024321



Proposal, Site and Surroundings

The application refers to four large tall Poplar trees growing in the rear access way
between Lancing Close and Freshfields Drive. The trees are a prominent part of the
street scene and make a contribution to the character and visual amenities of the
area.

Consent is sought to pollard at 16 metres to above previous points Poplar trees T3,
T4, T5 and T6, amended to 2 metres higher than application AWDM/0478/21 which
the Planning Committee deferred.

The reasons for the works are primarily in the interests of safety, light issues and
amenity value.

Relevant Planning History

2001: Adur Tree Preservation order Number 13.53/1/01/L of 2001 made on
30/01/2001.

2011: Application for consent under Adur Tree Preservation Order No. 13.53/1/01
(L) of 2001 to Reduce 3 limbs of 2 poplar trees (subject to TPO 13.53/01/01/L)

2011: Reduce limb of Poplar tree at rear of 21 and 22 Lancing Close back to
boundary fence line (subject to TPO 13.53/1/01/L)

2021: Application for consent under Adur Tree Preservation Order No. 13.53/1/01 (L)
of 2001 to pollard at 14 metres to previous points Poplar trees T3, T4, T5 and T6.
Deferred.

Consultations

None.

Representations

3 representations received from nearby neighbours in objection. The objections are
similar to those previously submitted, claiming the works would be damaging to birds
and wildlife, with much emphasis on nesting season. It is also claimed that reducing
the height of the trees would affect the amenity of the area. Other remarks are
concerning the location of the trees in regards to the application address, the effect
of the works on “Climate Change” and the need for the trees to be assessed.

Relevant Planning Policies and Guidance

Adur Local Plan 2017
Design Bulletin No.1 ‘Trees and Landscaping’ (ADC 1996)
National Planning Policy Framework (2021)



Relevant Legislation

The Committee should consider the planning application in accordance with:

Section 70 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) provides that
the application may be granted either unconditionally or subject to relevant
conditions, or refused. Regard shall be given to relevant development plan policies,
any relevant local finance considerations, and other material considerations; and

Section 38(6) Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 that requires the
decision to be made in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

Planning Assessment

At its meeting on the 5th July the Planning Committee deferred a proposal for
pollarding of these trees as there was concern that a reduction to 14 metres would
be too severe given the amenity value these trees have in the streetscene. Officers
were requested to negotiate a compromise solution (AWDM/0478/21). This revised
application seeks to address Members and neighbours concerns.

The trees are part of a row of large tall Poplar trees that run from east to west along
the rear access way to properties in Lancing Close, adjacent to the boundaries with
properties in Freshfields Drive, with tree T6 being inline but in the rear garden of 62
Elms Drive. The trees are prominent to the area, and can be seen from many views.
The trees are:

Poplar tree T3
The Poplar tree T3 is to the east of the four Poplars, opposite the southwest corner
of the rear garden of 21 Lancing Close. The tree has a large diameter single stem to
6 metres where it then divides into two. The north stem has been reduced at 14
metres, with the south stem persisting to 12, where it then begins to divide. The main
crown is dense and wide spread with some slightly over extended laterals, and a
heavy insurgence of Ivy that is being managed.

Poplar tree T4
This tree is located within 2 to 3 metres of tree T3 on slightly raised ground to the
south of the access way behind Lancing Close. The tree has a large diameter single
stem that begins to arch over from 14 metres and mostly persists to the top of the
crown. Side stems to the north have been reduced at 12 to 14 metres. The main
crown is dense and wide spread partially intertwined with T3, and has the remains of
thick ivy growth in the lower sections.

Poplar tree T5
The Poplar tree T5 is the furthest west of the trees within the access way, located to
the rear of 22 Lancing Close. The tree has a large diameter single stem to 8 metres
where it then begins to divide. The main stem is clear to 4 metres where several
large secondary stems emerge. The northern side of the tree has been heavily
pruned at 12 metres on its northern side. The main crown is dense and wide spread
with some over extended laterals.



Poplar tree T6
This tree is inline with the other trees but fenced off to be included within the rear
garden of 62 Elms Drive. The tree has a large diameter single stem to 3 metres,
where it then divides into three large secondary stems that each mostly persist to the
top. The main crown is dense and wide spread with some remains of thick Ivy.

The proposed works to all four trees are to initiate new pollards at 16 metres, where
appropriate reduce to 2 metres above previous points and carry associated works,
including reduction in radial spread.

The works are to contain the size and spread of the trees, allowing for more
manageable re-growth at a suitable height. The works are proposed so as to prevent
the trees from becoming “overgrown” by making excessive weight on the relatively
slender stems and limbs. This is a recognised trait of Poplar trees, that if left to grow
will often have large breaks, which in turn can cause tear back, where bark is lost
and live wood exposed. The works would be conditioned to be carried out to British
Standards for Tree Works and will result, in time, to the trees having a similar
appearance to the Poplar tree T1 which is to the eastern end of the group close to 13
Lancing Close.

It is considered that the works will have a material impact in relation to the overall
size, spread and crown form of the trees and a significant amount of change will take
place. However the works are conditioned to be carried out to the relevant British
Standards, and an Advisory Note is issued with all consented tree works ensuring
that the relevant wildlife requirements are adhered to. The works are, however,
considered necessary to preserve the trees by reducing the possibility of damaging
failure due to tall and wide spread over laden stems and limbs. In the long term the
works will not have adversely affected their appearance, amenity value, or
contribution to the character of the area.

The alternative is not to carry out any works, and allow the trees to continue growing
as they are but this will risk future failure of the trees. Given that the works are
considered acceptable in amenity terms and will contribute to the longevity of the
trees, it is considered that the application is acceptable.

Recommendation

Grant permission subject to the following conditions:-

1. Approved Plans.

2. The proposed works, hereby permitted, shall be restricted to those specified in
the application only unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Local Planning
Authority and carried out within two years from the date of consent and in
accordance with the British Standard BS 3998: 2010 Tree Work.

Reason: In the interest of visual amenity.



Poplar trees T3,4,5 & 6 - from Freshfields Drive

Poplar trees T3,4,5 & 6 - from Southeast of Freshfields Drive



Previously pollarded Poplar tree T1 of Adur TPO No.13.53/1/01 (L) of 2001

Partially re-pollarded Poplar tree of Adur TPO No.13.53/1/01 (L) of 2001- works carried
out in 2020



Poplar trees T3 & T4 - from East





Poplar trees T5 and T6 from East
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Application Number: AWDM/2007/21 Recommendation - APPROVE

Site: 51 Old Fort Road, Shoreham-By-Sea, West Sussex

Proposal: Demolition of existing chalet bungalow and
construction of a pair of semi detached 3 storey, 3
bedroom houses (including lower ground floor below
existing ground level)

Applicant: Mrs Brenda Collins Ward: Marine Adur
Agent: James Breckell
Case Officer: Hannah Barker

Not to Scale
Reproduced from OS Mapping with the permission of HMSO © Crown Copyright Licence number LA100024321



Proposal, Site and Surroundings

This application was considered at the meeting of the Planning Committee on 7th
February. Members resolved to defer the application to seek amended plans.
Following the meeting, amended plans have been received to show the first floor of
the proposed buildings set back by 1.53 metres and a deeper balcony has been
created above the ground floor. All other details remain unchanged from that
previously considered.

The application relates to a detached bungalow on the north side of Old Fort Road. A
hipped roof modest property with rooms in the roof, a front and rear single storey flat
roof extension, side dormers and there is an outbuilding in the rear garden. It is
finished in render with a tiled roof. There is a driveway to the front and amenity
space to the rear consistent with the adjacent properties. There are bungalows
directly adjacent with chalet bungalow style properties and two and three storey
buildings within the vicinity of the site.

The site is approximately 12.7 metres wide and 33.2 metres in depth. Consent is
sought to demolish the existing bungalow and to erect a pair of semi detached
properties at the site. Each property is to have three bedrooms and a lower ground
floor; a basement is proposed on both the properties to provide additional
accommodation.

The plans show the lower ground floor as a flexible room with utility and W.C. The
ground floor has a kitchen, living room and W.C and there are three bedrooms on the
first floor with an ensuite and bathroom.

The building although three storey appears two storey from the street with the
basement below the front section of the building. The roof is a shallow pitch. A
balcony is proposed to the front at first floor level. The rear has slightly lower eaves
than the front with a cantilever design to the rear at first floor with set in from the side
boundaries. The building footprint is 13.5 metres in depth and 10 metres wide. Car
parking is provided for two cars for each property.

Light brown brickwork is proposed at ground level with weatherboarding at first floor
in a mid to dark brown and light grey zinc roof is proposed with dark grey
fenestration.

The dwellings are 6.9 metres overall, higher than its adjacent neighbours however
lower than that originally submitted. The plans show a disabled access ramp with a
gradient of 1:15. In a covering letter submitted by the agent clarification is given as to
the lower ground floor construction. A below ground tanking structure will be built,
not pile foundations.

The agent’s letter also refers to changes including the removal of the air source heat
pump and replacement with a conventional boiler. An FRA is submitted and further
supporting evidence is submitted to illustrate how the design is broadly similar in
height and footprint to other similar planning approvals along Old Fort Road.



Following a previous recommendation for refusal to members at the committee
meeting, members deferred the decision to seek amended plans to reduce the front
projection. Such plans have been received as detailed above.

The site is within Flood Zone 3, the applicant’s agent has submitted a Flood Risk
Assessment with the application. The formal consultations response from the
Environment Agency is set out below.

Consultations

West Sussex County Council: The Highway Authority comments:  -

The LHA does not consider that this proposal would have an unacceptable impact on
highway safety or result in ‘severe’ cumulative impacts on the operation of the
highway network, therefore is not contrary to the National Planning Policy
Framework (paragraph 111), and that there are no transport grounds to resist the
proposal.

If the LPA are minded to approve the application, the following conditions and
informative should be applied:

Conditions

Access (Access to be provided prior to first occupation)
No part of the development shall be first occupied until such time as the vehicular
access serving the development has been constructed in accordance with the details
shown on the drawing titled Proposed Site Plan and numbered 04A.
Reason: In the interests of road safety.

Car parking space (details approved)
No part of the development shall be first occupied until the car parking has been
constructed in accordance with the approved site plan. These spaces shall thereafter
be retained at all times for their designated purpose.
Reason: To provide car-parking space for the use

Cycle parking
No part of the development shall be first occupied until covered and secure cycle
parking spaces have been provided in accordance with the approved plan.
Reason: To provide alternative travel options to the use of the car in accordance with
current sustainable transport policies.

Electric Vehicle Charging Spaces
No part of the development shall be first occupied until the electric vehicle charging
space(s) have been provided in accordance with the approved plan.
Reason: To provide sustainable travel options in accordance with current sustainable
transport policies.



Informatives

Vehicle Crossover – Minor Highway Works
The applicant is advised that in addition to obtaining planning permission they must
also obtain formal approval from the highway authority to carry out the site access
works on the public highway. The granting of planning permission does not
guarantee that a vehicle crossover licence shall be granted. Additional information
about the licence application process can be found at the following web page:
https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/roads-and-travel/highway-licences/dropped-kerbs-or-
crossovers-for-driveways-licence/
Online applications can be made at the link below, alternatively please call 01243
642105.
https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/roads-and-travel/highway-licences/dropped-kerbs-or-
crossovers-for-driveways-licence/vehicle-crossover-dropped-kerb-construction-applic
ation-form/
Lamp Column Relocation
The applicant is advised to contact the operator of the street lighting pole to organise
the moving/relocation works.

Adur & Worthing Councils: The Environmental Health officer - Private Sector
Housing states  -

No objections in principle but the proposed layout shows that the first floor bedrooms
are only accessed through a hallway that is open to both the lounge and the kitchen
rendering them inner rooms for the purposes of fire safety. The PSH team does not
accept fire escape windows at first floor or above under the Housing Act 2004.
The risk can be mitigated by installing doors between both the lounge and the
kitchen and the hallway.

Public Health: - Recommend that the Construction Management Plan condition
and Demolition Notice Informative be added to any permission granted.

The Engineer advises on the original submission: -

Flood risk- The application is within flood zone 3, the site is also not shown as being
at risk from surface water flooding. A flood risk assessment has been submitted
which proposes raising ground floor levels. Sleeping accommodation must not be
provided below the predicted flood level.

Surface water - the FRA indicates that it is proposed to route surface water to the
sea. It is unclear how this will be achieved. There are no public surface water sewers
nearby, surface water must not discharge to the foul sewer. Infiltration must be fully
investigated. The applicant should provide a drainage constraints plan which
identifies how much space is available for infiltration within the proposed site layout.
This should account for the fact that infiltration must be located 5m away from
buildings and highways and 2.5m from property boundaries. If this information is not
provided prior to determination it is likely that the layout will unduly bias the design of
surface water drainage and could result in flooding being increased elsewhere.

We therefore wish to raise a holding objection.



Following the amended plans: -

Surface water - the FRA indicates that it is proposed to route surface water to the
sea via a shingle bed. The layouts provided indicate that surface water drainage is to
drain 2.5m away from buildings. This is contrary to requirements.

Once again, we ask that the applicant provide a drainage constraints plan which
identifies how much space is available for infiltration within the proposed site layout.
This should account for the fact that infiltration must be located 5m away from
buildings and highways and 2.5m from property boundaries. If this information is not
provided prior to determination it is likely that the layout will unduly bias the design of
surface water drainage and could result in flooding being increased elsewhere.

Our holding objection is maintained.

Following additional discussion and submission of a drainage plan: -

To get infiltration to work the soakaway will have to straddle the two gardens and be
under the fence. This is not ideal, and we try to steer drainage away from this type of
solution due to the potential for future damage, and complications regarding
responsibility for ongoing maintenance. Fencing and drainage design would need to
be reviewed in tandem at detailed design to ensure the fencing does not damage the
drainage.

Based upon the plan submitted I will hesitantly remove my holding objection.

If you are minded to approve this application we would request the following condition is
applied to secure drainage details.

“Development shall not commence, other than works of site survey and investigation,
until full details of the proposed surface water drainage scheme have been submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The design should follow
the hierarchy of preference for different types of surface water drainage disposal
systems as set out in Approved Document H of the Building Regulations, and the
recommendations of the SuDS Manual produced by CIRIA. Winter groundwater
monitoring to establish highest annual ground water levels and winter infiltration
testing to BRE DG365, or similar approved, will be required to support the design of
any Infiltration drainage. No building / No part of the extended building shall be
occupied until the complete surface water drainage system serving the property has
been implemented in accordance with the agreed details and the details so agreed
shall be maintained in good working order in perpetuity.”

and the accompanying informative:

“Infiltration rates for soakage structures are to be based on percolation tests
undertaken in the winter period and at the location and depth of the proposed
structures. The percolation tests must be carried out in accordance with BRE
DG365, CIRIA R156 or a similar approved method and cater for the 1 in 10 year
storm between the invert of the entry pipe to the soakaway, and the base of the



structure. It must also have provision to ensure that there is capacity in the system to
contain below ground level the 1 in 100 year event plus 40% on stored volumes, as
an allowance for climate change. Adequate freeboard must be provided between the
base of the soakaway structure and the highest recorded annual groundwater level
identified in that location. Any SuDS or soakaway design must include adequate
groundwater monitoring data to determine the highest winter groundwater table in
support of the design. The applicant is advised to discuss the extent of groundwater
monitoring with the Council's Engineers. Further detail regarding our requirements
are available on the following webpage
https://www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/planning/applications/submit-fees-forms. A surface
water drainage checklist is available on this webpage. This clearly sets out our
requirements for avoiding pre-commencement conditions, or to discharge conditions"

Environment Agency:  - Original submission

Environment Agency position

In the absence of an acceptable Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) we object to this
application and recommend that planning permission is refused.

Reasons

The submitted FRA does not comply with the requirements for site-specific flood risk
assessments, as set out in paragraphs 30 to 32 of the Flood Risk and Coastal
Change section of the Planning Practice Guidance. The FRA does not therefore
adequately assess the flood risks posed by the development. In particular, the FRA
states that the ‘flexible room’ on the lower ground floor may be used as sleeping
accommodation.

Overcoming our objection

To overcome our objection, the Applicant should submit a revised FRA and amended
plans which addresses the point highlighted above. If this cannot be achieved, we
are likely to maintain our objection.

We would recommend that sleeping accommodation is placed at least 300mm above
the modelled flood levels (0.5% plus climate change allowances 2125), reducing the
risk to occupants for the lifetime of the development.

Please re-consult us on any revised FRA submitted and we will respond within 21
days of receiving it.

Following the amended plans:  -

Environment Agency position

We are satisfied that our previous objection to the proposal (as per our letter dated
25 November 2021, our ref: HA/2021/123725/01) can be removed, provided that the
following condition be attached to any planning permission granted, and that the
details in relation to the condition be submitted and approved by the Local Planning

https://www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/planning/applications/submit-fees-forms.


Authority.

Condition

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the submitted Flood Risk
Assessment (ref: 11726, Second issue dated 8 December 2021, by GTA Civils &
Transport Ltd) and the following mitigation measures it details:

• Finished floor levels for the ground floor shall be set no lower than 6.15 metres
above Ordnance Datum (AOD) (Section 3.2 of the Flood Risk Assessment).

• The room on the lower ground floor (labelled as a ‘flexible room’ on drawing no
058 Rev A at Appendix C of the Flood Risk Assessment) shall not be used for
habitable uses and/or for sleeping accommodation.

These mitigation measures shall be fully implemented prior to occupation and
subsequently in accordance with the scheme’s timing/phasing arrangements.

The measures detailed above shall be retained and maintained thereafter throughout
the lifetime of the development.

Reasons

To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development and future occupants.

The condition is in line with the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) to the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) for Flood Risk and Coastal Change.

Note: The non-habitable use of the flexible room is confirmed in the submitted letter
dated 7 December 2021 from James Breckell Architects.

Please notify us immediately if you are unable to apply our suggested condition to
allow further consideration and advice.

Southern Water Services: Standard advice with conditions and informatives
recommended.

Representations

Original submission

3 representations have been received objecting to the proposed development from
the owner/occupiers of nos. 45 and 49 The Meadway and 49 Old Fort Road making
the following comments.

- Properties must be in keeping with those adjacent
- Noise, asbestos
- Disturbance as working from home
- Dominant large dwelling.
- Flood risk



- Subsidence
- Huge, overbearing three storey 4 bedroom houses
- Inappropriate for the locality
- Overly high properties
- Non habitable rooms will be used as bedrooms
- Low level projections used as footprint for new buildings
- overdevelopment with space standards exceeded
- Basement development with multiple floors
- Concerns for huge excavation for a basement
- Disruption through digging/excavation
- Sets a precedent for overdevelopment
- In breach of covenant
- Taller and deeper than the existing property
- Dominate living space to the rear
- Overbearing, loss of privacy
- Impact upon garden, wildlife and trees
- Noise from gardens
- Substandard garden size/depth
- 28 metres should be between buildings.
- Noise from heat pumps
- Remove P.D
- Contrary to ALP Policy
- Diversity of architecture on Shoreham Beach lost
- Other refused developments and appeals to compare
- Not compliant with Document M
- Overpopulating the site
- Gravel on the highway and blocking drains
- Impact of construction
- Need to protect trees
- Inconsistent details in submission
- Existing property not run down and uninhabitable as portrayed
- Conflict of interest Cllr Collins
- Limited plots size
- Neighbouring property railway carriage house over 100 years old should be

protected.
- Drainage system not fit for works

3 representations of support have been made from the owner/occupiers of nos. 53,
25a, 44 and 55 Old Fort Road.

Previous Amended Plans

3 representations have been received from the owner/occupiers of nos. 49 Old Fort
Road,  49 and 45 The Meadway objecting making the following comments

- Many inconsistencies with the architect’s statement
- The height has been reduced by digging into the shingle beach and few other

issues have been addressed.
- Other two for 1 applications have been rejected/reduced
- Reducing design standards and pressure to develop the beach



- Overbearing and inappropriate scheme
- Use of existing footprint to justify scale.
- High building to compensate for small site.
- Basement room is habitable
- High boxy development overbearing height and massing
- Object to two storey portion to rear.
- Loss of privacy, overlooking and noise.
- Footprint and scale forward of the building line
- Garden space and distances does not meet standards.
- Loss of amenity value
- Ramp shown and referred to incorrectly.
- Accessibility poor.
- Needs to be Part M compliant.
- Concerned regarding tanking
- Taking a property and demolishing it is not sustainable.
- Excavation of the site is of concern
- Loss of on street parking spaces
- increased kerb width and moving of lamppost
- Gravel from parking area spilling onto the highway
- Overdevelopment
- Comparison with other development on wider plots
- Out of keeping
- Other refusals for similar size development on Old Fort Road
- Site too narrow
- Overlooking

1 representation has been submitted from the owner/occupier of no 27A Old Fort
Road making the following comments in support and recommending conditions,
highlighting concerns:  -

- The house is designed by a local architect who is personally invested in
improving the area for residents. It is likely to enhance the street scene.

- The design complies with BRE guidance for sunlight affecting neighbours in
The Meadway

- The pitched roof complements the bungalow town character of the area.
- car parking spaces on site
- EV charging points should be provided.
- Cycle storage
- Area for refuse and recycling.
- The property is more modest than properties on the opposite side of Old Fort

Road.
- Energy efficiency will be improved.
- Drainage issues need to be addressed.
- Acoustic matting required for heat pumps
- Asbestos survey must be conducted
- Must meet WSCC Highways conditions.
- The design of the building must be sympathetic and proportionate.
- Excavation - noise and dust process needs to be managed to protect

foundations.
- Efforts should be made to preserve the trees to the rear of the property.



Any representations received in respect of the latest plans will be reported verbally at
the meeting.

Relevant Planning Policies and Guidance

Adur Local Plan 2017 Policy 15, 21, 37
‘Supplementary Planning Guidance’ comprising:  Development Management
Standard No.1 ‘Space Around New Dwellings and Flats’;
Sustainable Energy SPD (August 2019)
Adur Planning and Climate Change Checklist (June 2021)
WSCC Guidance on Parking at New Developments (Sept 2020).
National Planning Policy Framework (July 2021)
Technical Housing Standards – nationally described space standard (DCLG 2015)

Relevant Legislation

The Committee should consider the planning application in accordance with:

Section 70 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) provides that
the application may be granted either unconditionally or subject to relevant
conditions, or refused. Regard shall be given to relevant development plan policies,
any relevant local finance considerations, and other material considerations; and

Section 38(6) Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 that requires the
decision to be made in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

Planning Assessment

Principle

The proposal comprises replacing the existing dwelling located within the built up
area with two semi detached properties. This can be supported in principle. The
relevant issues here are the effects on the amenities of neighbouring residential
occupiers, design and the effect on the character and appearance of the area.
Highway matters and Flood Risk.

Visual amenity and Street Scene

It is acknowledged that Old Fort Road and Shoreham Beach in general comprises an
eclectic mix of property style, use of materials and design. The proposed design and
use of materials can be supported in this case. The agent’s Design and Access
Statement states “It is important to successful architecture on the beach to both be
complimentary in form, shape and height and delightfully individual in use of
materials, colour and texture.” The design and individual style of development
proposed is not considered unacceptable and there are no grounds for refusal based
solely on the design grounds as the street comprises so much variation. The key
consideration here is how the development fits in scale, height and mass in relation
to adjacent dwellings and surrounding existing development.



The previous scheme was considered to give rise to an overly large development
which projected forward of the buildings on either side, adding bulk and scale which
is not consistent with the character and appearance of the street scene. The existing
single storey front extension shown as a low level does not set a precedent for the
enlarged bulk in this position to the property frontage. The proposed building at this
forward position extended up to first floor level with a front juliette balcony. Similarly,
the increased development to the rear at first floor level is beyond the rear elevation
of the existing bungalow. Therefore giving rise to a deep building, the amended plans
show the front projection reduced in depth, limiting the depth of the building overall at
first floor level and removing some bulk and scale. On balance, as amended the
plans show a building more in scale with that within the surrounding locality and
Shoreham Beach as a whole. There is adequate separation to the side boundaries at
slightly over 1 metre.

It is acknowledged that there are many other examples of redevelopment with two
properties and this in principle can be supported. The applicant’s agent refers to
many examples of two for one development on the beach and this is commonplace.
Many of the sites, however, are wider than in this case. There are also other
examples on the Beach where there have been refusals for two for one
redevelopment schemes and where only a single dwelling has been permitted.
These include 17 Old Fort Road AWDM/0284/13 Appeal dismissed and permission
for a single dwelling and 39 Old Fort Road AWDM/0864/13 Appeal dismissed and
permission for a single dwelling.

Residential Amenity - Proposed dwellings

The space standard requirements for the internal space at new dwellings are met
and exceeded. The Design and Access Statement states that the garden areas are
66 sqm and 70 sqm this is under the required 85sqm required for a three bedroom
semi detached property. It is argued that precedent has been set with other
development granted consent which are under the required space. Also the proximity
to the beach and public amenity space nearby for future occupiers. It is considered
that on balance this deficit does not justify a reason for refusal here; however subject
to the reduction in scale of the development there is scope to reduce the footprint of
the building and therefore increase the garden area provision for the dwellings to
meet the required minimum standards.

The third storey, basement level development would not be of concern here subject
to construction work being carried out in accordance with building regulations to
avoid any subsidence and impact upon adjacent development. The additional floor
space created does not give rise to over intensification of the site use and this
‘flexible’ space will provide additional living accommodation for the occupiers. This
cannot be used as a bedroom to meet flood risk requirements as set out below in the
conditions recommended by the Environment Agency.

Residential amenity - effect on existing dwellings

The main properties to be affected by the proposed development are those either
side of the site no. 49 and 53 Old Fort Road, those on the south side of Old Fort



Road opposite and those to the rear in The Meadway. Some objections have been
raised and some support has been given for the proposal, details are set out above.
Further comments have been made in relation to the further amended plans.

The proposed development would be an increase in scale and bulk from that which
currently exists. However this does not justify a reason for refusal. Increased scale,
intensity and footprint within the beach location is commonplace and much new
development has occurred which is significantly increased from that which previously
existed. The scale of development must be such that it causes harm. In terms of
residential amenity the scale of development as amended reduces bulk to the
property frontage. As before any side windows will be obscure glazed and there are
limited side windows on the adjacent bungalow to be impacted. The properties on
the opposite side of the road will not be significantly impacted either despite the
increase in height and scale here. There is ample distance and the main aspect for
these neighbouring properties is south toward the beach. The Juliette balcony is now
shown as a balcony to the front at first floor level. This will overlook properties either
side and opposite. However as this is public space to property frontages and
overlooking the highway there is no concern in relation to loss of privacy in this case.

To the north bungalows in The Meadway are in excess of 22 metres back to back
from the development which complies with the Council’s Development Management
Standard which requires this as a minimum distance. There are first floor rear
bedroom windows which will overlook properties to the rear. Despite the guidance on
overlooking being met the building height and scale will create an unneighbourly
impact. The garden depth is just under 11 metres, the minimum requirement in line
with Development Management Standards.

As stated above the garden areas fall below the required standard. There could be
scope to set the buildings further away from the rear boundary increasing the garden
depth to a minimum of 11 metres and providing increased amenity space whilst
improving the relationship between the site and the neighbouring bungalow to the
rear. However, this would bring the buildings further forward of the building line
again and it is not considered that this rear garden depth is essential given that the
22 metre requirement has been met. In amenity terms the slightly smaller garden is
more than offset by the site's location adjacent to the beach.

It should be noted that the buildings are described in the description of development
as three storey, although technically the case due to the basement, they are two
storey above ground and the Development Management Standard for two storeys is
therefore applied here at 22 metres.

Concerns have been raised with regards to the trees to the rear of the site. However,
subject to relevant conditions relating to protection during construction it is not
considered that the impact upon these trees would warrant a refusal in this case.

Accessibility and parking

As set out above there are no objections from the Highway Authority subject to the
conditions and informatives recommended. Two parking spaces per dwelling is
sufficient and space on site can accommodate cycle parking and EV charging is to



be provided.

A representation has been made which queries the proposed disabled access ramp
to the front of the dwellings. The applicant’s agent has provided the following
information to confirm the details of this and these are copied below: -

“The nearest level at the lowest part of the ramp is 5.71. And the internal floor level
is 6.59. This gives an overall rise of 880mm. The length of the 1st ramp is 7.2m
long. The length of the 2nd ramp is 6.4m long. Between the ramps is a half landing
which is level.

The distance travelled on the ramps is 13.6m (13600mm)

13600/ 880 = 15.45.

To the nearest decimal place is 15.  i.e. the gradient is a 1 in 15.

It is also interesting to note that a road and pavement (accessible to anyone) can
have a gradient of 1 in 8. But a disabled ramp should have a gradient of 1 in 15
(almost half as shallow incline). In practice, ramps are usually acceptable by
building control at 1 in 12.  But we have designed a 1 in 15."

Flood risk

Following submission of the FRA, the Environment Agency has no objection to the
development subject to the conditions as set out above. The Council’s engineer has
advised that they continue to object as set out above. They are requesting a
drainage constraints plan to ensure flooding is not increased as a result of the
development. They also refer to the FRA indicating that it is proposed to route
surface water to the sea via a shingle bed which is contrary to requirements. The
applicant’s agent has queried these comments and requested more information with
regards to this objection. A response has been received from engineers which is set
out above and a condition and informative is recommended.

Planning and Climate Change

Climate change is undoubtedly the defining issue of our time. Adur & Worthing
Councils' declared a Climate Emergency in July 2019 and have committed to work
towards becoming carbon neutral by 2030. The Councils have also signed the
UK100 Cities Pledge to achieve 100% clean energy by 2050. In November 2018, the
Councils' adopted an ambitious programme of action on sustainability under
SustainableAW.

A Planning and Climate Change Checklist has been prepared for Adur Council. The
Adur checklist sets out the policy requirements in relation to climate change in one
place to clearly indicate for which developments and in which locations they apply. It
is therefore recommended that developers refer to this when preparing applications.
The checklist also highlights and encourages developments to meet additional
elements. The impact of setting any future requirements, including on viability, will be
assessed as part of the Adur Local Plan Review.



The applicant’s agent has provided a section in their Design and Access Statement
entitled ‘Sustainability’. Details are given as to how the development meets with the
requirements of the checklist by providing a sustainable building. “The buildings will
be super insulated for energy efficiency.” A wood burning stove is to be located in the
living rooms. Kitchen appliances are to be level ‘A’ for energy efficiency. In the
construction phase of this project it is the intention to outperform the requirements of
the building regulations for energy efficiency so that the running costs of the houses
are as low as possible. Also proposed is EV charging.

The amendments received following the previous deferral of the application are now
considered to be acceptable and accordingly it is now recommended that the
application be granted permission.

Recommendation

APPROVE

Subject to : -

1. Approved Plans.

2. Standard 3 year time limit.

3. Materials as set out in the Design and Access Statement and Approved Plans.

4. Removal of P.D including outbuildings.

5. Hours of work.

6. No additional openings, obscure glazing to east and west elevations and
privacy screens to be installed prior to occupation.

7. The dwelling shall be constructed and fitted out so that the potential
consumption of wholesome water by persons occupying the dwelling will not
exceed 110 litres per person per day.The dwelling shall not be occupied unless
the notice for that dwelling of the potential consumption of wholesome water
per person per day required by the Building Regulations 2010 (as amended)
has been given to the Local Planning Authority

8. The sustainability and energy efficiency measures referred to in the Design and
Access Statement shall be installed before the dwelling hereby approved is
occupied. (excluding the Heat Source Pump which has been removed from the
approved drawings.).

9. Tree Protection.



10. Access (Access to be provided prior to first occupation)
No part of the development shall be first occupied until such time as the
vehicular access serving the development has been constructed in accordance
with the details shown on the drawing titled Proposed Site Plan and numbered
04A.

Reason: In the interests of road safety.

11. Car parking space (details approved)
No part of the development shall be first occupied until the car parking has
been constructed in accordance with the approved site plan. These spaces
shall thereafter be retained at all times for their designated purpose. The
parking area shall be edged with raised blocks to abut the pavement to create a
barrier to limit the amount of gravel overspill onto the public highway.

Reason: To provide car-parking space for the use.

12. Cycle parking
No part of the development shall be first occupied until covered and secure
cycle parking spaces have been provided in accordance with the approved
plan.

Reason: To provide alternative travel options to the use of the car in
accordance with current sustainable transport policies.

13. Electric Vehicle Charging Spaces
No part of the development shall be first occupied until the electric vehicle
charging space(s) have been provided.

Reason: To provide sustainable travel options in accordance with current
sustainable transport policies.

14. CMP.

15. Development shall not commence, other than works of site survey and
investigation, until full details of the proposed surface water drainage scheme
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The design should follow the hierarchy of preference for
different types of surface water drainage disposal systems as set out in
Approved Document H of the Building Regulations, and the
recommendations of the SuDS Manual produced by CIRIA. Winter groundwater
monitoring to establish highest annual ground water levels and winter infiltration
testing to BRE DG365, or similar approved, will be required to support the
design of any Infiltration drainage. No building / No part of the extended
building shall be occupied until the complete surface water drainage system
serving the property has been implemented in accordance with the agreed
details and the details so agreed shall be maintained in good working order in
perpetuity.



16. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the submitted Flood
Risk Assessment (ref: 11726, Second issue dated 8 December 2021, by GTA
Civils & Transport Ltd) and the following mitigation measures it details:

● Finished floor levels for the ground floor shall be set no lower than 6.15
metres above Ordnance Datum (AOD) (Section 3.2 of the Flood Risk
Assessment).

● The room on the lower ground floor (labelled as a ‘flexible room’ on
drawing no 058 Rev A at Appendix C of the Flood Risk Assessment) shall
not be used for habitable uses and/or for sleeping accommodation.

These mitigation measures shall be fully implemented prior to occupation and
subsequently in accordance with the scheme’s timing/phasing arrangements.
The measures detailed above shall be retained and maintained thereafter
throughout the lifetime of the development.

Note: The non-habitable use of the flexible room is confirmed in the submitted
letter dated 7 December 2021 from James Breckell Architects.

Reasons: - To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development and
future occupants in line with the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) to the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) for Flood Risk and Coastal
Change.

Informatives

1. Pulverised Fuel Ash
2. Proactive with amendments
3. Lamp Column Relocation. The applicant is advised to contact the operator of

the street lighting pole to organise the moving/relocation works.
4. Vehicular cross over
5. Demolition notice
6. Infiltration rates for soakage structures are to be based on percolation tests

undertaken in the winter period and at the location and depth of the proposed
structures. The percolation tests must be carried out in accordance with BRE
DG365, CIRIA R156 or a similar approved method and cater for the 1 in 10
year storm between the invert of the entry pipe to the soakaway, and the base
of the structure. It must also have provision to ensure that there is capacity in
the system to contain below ground level the 1 in 100 year event plus 40% on
stored volumes, as an allowance for climate change. Adequate freeboard must
be provided between the base of the soakaway structure and the highest
recorded annual groundwater level identified in that location. Any SuDS or
soakaway design must include adequate groundwater monitoring data to
determine the highest winter groundwater table in support of the design. The
applicant is advised to discuss the extent of groundwater monitoring with the
Council's Engineers. Further detail regarding our requirements are available on
the following webpage
https://www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/planning/applications/submit-fees-forms. A
surface water drainage checklist is available on this webpage. This clearly sets

https://www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/planning/applications/submit-fees-forms.
https://www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/planning/applications/submit-fees-forms.


out our requirements for avoiding pre-commencement conditions, or to
discharge conditions"

7. SW standard informative
8. SUDS
9. Infiltration rates
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Application Number: AWDM/0028/22 Recommendation - APPROVE

Site: Beach And Foreshore, Beach Green, Brighton Road
Lancing

Proposal: Installation of 8 Beach Huts on Beach Green to the
south/east of the bandstand

Applicant: Mr Oliver Last, Lancing
Parish Council

Ward: Widewater

Agent: N/A
Case Officer: Gary Peck

Not to Scale
Reproduced from OS Mapping with the permission of HMSO © Crown Copyright Licence number LA100024321



This application is presented to the Committee for determination as Lancing Parish
Council is the applicant.

Proposal, Site and Surroundings

This application, which has been amended during its consideration, now seeks
permission for the erection of 8 beach huts, 2.6m x 2.4m with a pitched roof, to the
south/east of the bandstand and just to the south east of an existing group of huts at
the western edge of Beach Green, Lancing.

The application as originally submitted proposed a further 12 huts in a separate
block further to the east, close to The Perch, but these have been withdrawn from
the application following discussion between your Officers and the applicant.

The application site is south of the cycleway/footpath (and therefore outside of, but
adjacent to the built-up area boundary) and close to Beach Lodge to the west which
is the nearest neighbouring residential property. Apart from the aforementioned
group of existing huts behind this property, there are no other beach huts to the
western side of the Green but there are two substantial runs of beach huts to the
eastern side of the Green, about 300 metres from the application site at its nearest
point.

Relevant Planning History

None relevant to the determination of the application

Consultations

West Sussex County Council Highways:

Whilst the principle of the beach huts is not opposed, more information is requested
regarding how the beach huts will be constructed, and how long each phase will
take. The applicant should provide details of how the site will be accessed and the
type; number and frequency of vehicle used to build the beach huts. If there will be a
need for vehicles to enter the beach, how they will reach the site, and what traffic
management measures might be required. It is noted there is an existing shared use
cycle path along the promenade, which is in use regularly, and these members of the
public need to be considered. We would ask that this information is provided to us as
soon as possible. A Construction Management Plan condition below would cover
most of the details required.

Environmental Health:

No comments

Parks and Foreshore Manager:

Any comments received will be reported at the meeting.



Technical Services:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment upon this application. This section of the
coastal defences are managed by the Environment Agency who will need to be
consulted concerning this application.

It should also be noted that this area of beach has vegetated shingle (a protected
species). This plant life should not be damaged by the proposal.

Environment Agency:

Any comments received will be reported verbally at the meeting

Representations

Original proposal (for 20 beach huts):

12 letters of objection were received on the following grounds:

- loss of uninterrupted views of the sea
- beach huts are little used
- increased noise and disturbance
- car park is often full
- danger to cycle path users
- precedent for further such applications
- demand for beach huts will reduce after the pandemic and should be

reassessed

Amended proposal (for 8 beach huts):

2 further letters of objection on the same grounds as above and a further additional
point that the Council A&W Councils would benefit more by maintaining the utility of
natural open beaches and sea views.

1 letter of comment stating:

The reduction in number of huts applied for goes a long way towards meeting
my.previously recorded objection. It would be nice if they could be rented by local
families, and not sold to a few people who have the financial means to buy them

Relevant Planning Policies and Guidance

Adur Local Plan 2017

Policy 9 (Lancing), Policy 13 (Countryside and Coast), Policy 15 (Quality of the Built
Environment and Public Realm), Policy 26 (The Visitor Economy), Policy 32 (Open
Space, Recreation and Leisure)

Lancing Vision 2012



National Planning Policy Framework (July 2021)

Relevant Legislation

The Committee should consider the planning application in accordance with:

Section 70 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) provides that
the application may be granted either unconditionally or subject to relevant
conditions, or refused. Regard shall be given to relevant development plan policies,
any relevant local finance considerations, and other material considerations; and

Section 38(6) Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 that requires the
decision to be made in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

Planning Assessment

The main issues in the determination of the application are the principle of
development and its effect upon the character and appearance of the surrounding
area, the amenities of neighbouring properties and highway safety.

It is has been recognised previously across Adur & Worthing that there is a demand
for further beach huts and given that they are a common feature of seaside areas
which bring visitors to the area or are an amenity used by local residents, it is not
considered that there is an objection in principle to their provision. Nonetheless,
there is similarly a requirement to ensure that the attractive visual character of the
seafront is not compromised.

At present, the substantial runs of beach huts to the eastern side of Lancing Beach
Green block views of the beach and the gap between the huts but more particularly
the current openness to the west of The Perch provide views of the beach which are
of far more benefit to the wider community. Unlike other seaside areas, the beach
huts are necessarily sited between the footpath and the beach and accordingly there
is an impact upon the character of the area.

Having regard to the above, therefore the original proposal to provide 20 beach huts
across 2 sites was not considered acceptable by your Officers. The original
application proposed a separate block of 12 beat huts between the Perch and the
bandstand and your Officers had formed the initial view that the provision of the huts
would adversely affect the character of the area which at present is an open view of
the sea adjacent to the Green itself. Prior to formal feedback from your Officers, the
applicant approached the Council to discuss withdrawing this part of the application
and hence the proposal is now for the block further west, closer to the bandstand, of
8 huts.

Given the competing balance of objectives identified above, it is considered that the
provision of beach huts in this location is far more acceptable. The cycleway/footpath
turns away from the seafront by the bandstand and the Green is at its narrowest
point at its western end hence the impact of the road and neighbouring residential
properties provides a rather more enclosed environment than in the case further to



the east. Additionally, there is already a group of huts just to the west, which
suggests that along with the existing built form of the bandstand that the feeling of
openness would not be compromised to the extent that the previously block to the
east would have done so.

The issue of precedent has been raised in representations indicating if that proposal
is approved, further approvals will inevitably follow. However, as each application
must be considered on its merits and as is shown by the withdrawal of the other
group of 12 huts, if there are sound planning reasons to resist a particular site there
is no reason to grant permission. This application is considered acceptable because
of the specific location of the site which would not apply to proposals in more open
locations elsewhere.

Concerns have been raised regarding parking provision, although a reason for
objections also suggests that beach huts are not used to a sufficient extent to justify
their construction. Certainly, the use of a beach hut is limited and to that extent,
given the existence of a large car park serving the Green, as well as proximity to
public transport links, it is not considered that a refusal on car parking grounds could
be justified given that the requirement in the National Planning Policy Framework to
only refuse applications on such grounds where the impact is severe. The Green is
an active location and it is not considered that the transitory use of a beach hut
would be sufficient to justify a refusal of the application on the grounds of the impact
upon residential amenity.

The Parks and Foreshore Manager has been requested to comment on the loss of
vegetated shingle in this location and Members will be updated at the meeting. Any
impact on the loss of vegetated shingle close to the construction site can be
addressed by the Construction Management Plan (i.e. ensuring works confined to as
small an area as possible).

Accordingly, while the proposal as originally submitted was considered to be
excessive in scale, the revised, more limited, application in a more suitable location
is considered to be acceptable on its own merits and therefore it is recommended
that permission be granted.

Recommendation

GRANT permission subject to the following conditions:-

1. Approved Plans.

2. Full Permission.

3. Construction Management Plan

No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a
Construction Management Plan has been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. Thereafter the approved Plan shall be implemented
and adhered to throughout the entire construction period.



The Plan shall provide details as appropriate but not necessarily be restricted to the
following matters,

- the anticipated number, frequency and types of vehicles used during
construction,

- the method of access and routing of vehicles during construction,
- the parking of vehicles by site operatives and visitors,
- the loading and unloading of plant, materials and waste,
- the storage of plant and materials used in construction of the development,
- the erection and maintenance of security hoarding,
- the provision of wheel washing facilities and other works required to mitigate

the impact of construction upon the public highway (including the provision of
temporary Traffic Regulation Orders),

- details demonstrating that the protected vegetated shingle will not be disturded
during the construction works

- details of public engagement both prior to and during construction works

Reason: In the interests of highway safety and the amenities of the area.

4. Approval of Materials
7 March 2022

Local Government Act 1972
Background Papers:
As referred to in individual application reports

Contact Officers:

Jeremy Sergeant
Senior Tree and Landscape Officer
Town Hall
01273 263477
jeremy.sergeant@adur-worthing-gov.uk

Hannah Barker
Senior Planning Officer
Town Hall
01903 221475
hannah.barker@adur-worthing.gov.uk

Gary Peck
Planning Services Manager
Town Hall
01903 221406
gary.peck@adur-worthing.gov.uk

mailto:jeremy.sergeant@adur-worthing-gov.uk
mailto:hannah.barker@adur-worthing.gov.uk
mailto:gary.peck@adur-worthing.gov.uk


Schedule of other matters

1.0 Council Priority

1.1 As referred to in individual application reports, the priorities being:-
- to protect front line services
- to promote a clean, green and sustainable environment
- to support and improve the local economy
- to work in partnerships to promote health and wellbeing in our communities
- to ensure value for money and low Council Tax

2.0 Specific Action Plans

2.1 As referred to in individual application reports.

3.0 Sustainability Issues

3.1 As referred to in individual application reports.

4.0 Equality Issues

4.1 As referred to in individual application reports.

5.0 Community Safety Issues (Section 17)

5.1 As referred to in individual application reports.

6.0 Human Rights Issues

6.1 Article 8 of the European Convention safeguards respect for family life
and home, whilst Article 1 of the First Protocol concerns non-interference with
peaceful enjoyment of private property. Both rights are not absolute and
interference may be permitted if the need to do so is proportionate, having
regard to public interests. The interests of those affected by proposed
developments and the relevant considerations which may justify interference
with human rights have been considered in the planning assessments
contained in individual application reports.



7.0 Reputation

7.1 Decisions are required to be made in accordance with the Town &
Country Planning Act 1990 and associated legislation and subordinate
legislation taking into account Government policy and guidance (and see 6.1
above and 14.1 below).

8.0 Consultations

8.1 As referred to in individual application reports, comprising both
statutory and non-statutory consultees.

9.0 Risk Assessment

9.1 As referred to in individual application reports.

10.0 Health & Safety Issues

10.1 As referred to in individual application reports.

11.0 Procurement Strategy

11.1 Matter considered and no issues identified.

12.0 Partnership Working

12.1 Matter considered and no issues identified.

13.0 Legal

13.1 Powers and duties contained in the Town and Country Planning Act
1990 (as amended) and associated legislation and statutory instruments.

14.0 Financial implications

14.1 Decisions made (or conditions imposed) which cannot be substantiated
or which are otherwise unreasonable having regard to valid planning
considerations can result in an award of costs against the Council if the
applicant is aggrieved and lodges an appeal. Decisions made which fail to
take into account relevant planning considerations or which are partly based
on irrelevant considerations can be subject to judicial review in the High Court
with resultant costs implications.


